This paper addresses the dynamic aspect of Publish/Subscribe architectures. We propose an integrated formal approach for the specification and verification of reconfigurations over the topology of Publish/Subscribe architecture styles. We integrate a functional approach and a structural approach based on graph grammars. The purpose is to express dynamism while offering a simple specification which can be easy to read and to understand. We use the specification language Z to describe the constraints made on the architecture style and we describe the dynamic of architecture via guarded graph-rewriting rules whose guards mainly describe the pre-and post-conditions ensuring in this way the preservation of stylistic constraints. To ensure that the system is evolving correctly, we elaborate a verification process which validates each rule, whose semantic is described in Z notation, using the Z-EVES theorem prover.
INTRODUCTION
The publish/subscribe component model is an emerging paradigm to support distributed systems composed of highly evolvable and dynamic federations of components [1, 2, 3, 4] . According to this paradigm, events are propagated in an anonymous way between the components that have generated them, called producers, and the receivers, called consumers. This transparency is due to the event-service which is the glue that ties together distributed components in Publish/Subscribe architecture. It establishes a loosely coupled communication since entities do not keep references to one another and do not communicate directly [5] . A major issue is to preserve the system consistency during reconfiguration. The system must be left in a correct state after reconfiguration, by maintaining the conformity of its new architecture with respect to a set of structural properties or architecture style.
In our previous work [6] , we proposed a compositional formal approach to design correct publish/subscribe architecture styles. We provided a reusable set of patterns and the corresponding composition rules to build architecture styles. Patterns were described as graphs and we used the Z notation to specify formally the semantic of each pattern and each rule. We proposed also, to construct the Z specification of the designed architecture style based on applied rules and we proved consistency and correctness using the Z-Eves theorem prover.
In this paper, we address the dynamic aspect of Publish/Subscribe architectures. We propose an approach which benefits from the expressive power advantages of the functional languages. It also exploits graph grammars privileges mainly in manipulating architectures. We describe reconfiguration operations via a new notation based on graph rewriting rules and Z notation. This integration offers to software architects an intuitive and formal way to specify the dynamic aspect of software architecture based on visual notation. We propose also to specify the semantic of each reconfiguring operation in the same notation (Z ), thus obtaining a unified approach. These rules take into account both structural and functional constraints of a system in their application conditions ensuring, in this way, its consistency during its evolution. We use Z /EVES theorem prover to check that all reconfiguring operations respect the defined architecture style. Our approach has the advantage of providing a unified framework to formally specify both static and dynamic aspects of a Publish/Subscribe architecture. This ensures a coherence between the two aspects.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present a survey of related works, in section 3, we introduce the main characteristics of a Publish/Subscribe architecture style. Then, we present our proposed approach to describe the reconfiguration and we explain the verification process to validate the reconfiguring operations. Section 4 presents a case study which illustrates our approach. It also explains the verification proofs to be performed. In section 5, we give the concluding remarks and future work perspectives.
RELATED WORKS
This survey will focus on research done in the area of software architecture description, on one hand. On the other hand, it will concentrate on some works which address the dynamic aspect of publish/subscribe systems.
Our study of techniques for software architecture description and reconfiguration allowed us to identify two general classes of research. The first one deals with Architecture Description Languages (ADLs). The most prominent among these languages are Darwin [7] , Rapid [8, 9] , Wright [10] and LEDA [11] . They provide modelling tools which help the designers to structure a system and to compose its elements. Generally, ADLs allows to describe only predefined dynamicity. That is, they are interested only in systems having a finite number of configurations which must be known in advance. In addition, except the Wright language, ADLs-based approaches don't allow to distinguish various architectural styles. Finally, most of them are not formally defined. This prevents rigourous analysis and verification of architectural properties. The second class makes use of formal methods for specifying and verifying software architectures. We noted that these researches are almost focused on two kinds of formalisms : functional languages and graph grammars. Functional languages introduce abstract notations allowing to describe dynamic software architectures in terms of properties. For instance, temporal logic was used in [12] for its high expressive power and formal reasoning. Nevertheless, reconfiguration is not well exhibited with this formalism. In [13] , the authors suggest to specify architectural styles with the Z notation. However, this work concerns systems with static architecture. Graph grammars consist in using graphs for representing software architectures. They represent the most intuitive mathematical tool for modelling complex situations. In this context, [14] proposes to represent the software architecture using a graph and the architectural style with a context-free graph grammar. This kind of grammars doesn't allow to describe certain logical properties which permit, for example, to reason about the instances number of a given component. Reconfiguration is described with a set of rewriting rules whose definition is rather simple and comprehensible. Theses rules explain clearly the topological changes, but they don't allow to express postconditions or certain logical conditions such as the absence of a communication link between two software components.
Recent research addresses the dynamic reconfiguration of Publish/Subscribe systems. However, the major issues which have been treated are about notification and (un)subscription loss as well as duplication during reconfiguration [15, 16, 17] . In addition, most of them [15, 18, 19, 20] consider reconfiguration by repeatedly exchanging a single link in the network of dispatchers. In [15] for instance, algorithms were presented that prevent the loss or duplication of notifications and maintain the message ordering. In [18] , authors present a description and analysis of a novel algorithm to deal with the reconfiguration of the dispatching infrastructure. The strength of this algorithm is its ability to minimize the portion of the system affected by the reconfiguration by exploiting a novel concept they refer to as the reconfiguration path.
OUR APPROACH
In this section, we begin by introducing the main features of a Publish/Subscribe architecture style. Then, we present our approach to describe architecture reconfiguration and show how we take into account these features. Finally, we explain the verification process which we elaborated to validate the reconfiguring operations with respect to the architecture style.
Publish/Subscribe architecture style
In the literature [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 2] , several event-based architectures have been proposed. We distinguish three event models. The peer to peer model allows consuming entities to subscribe at specific named producing entities directly and producing entities to deliver events to specific named subscribed entities directly. The Java distributed event model [26] serves as an example of a peer to peer event model. The implicit event model lets consuming entities subscribe to particular event types rather than at an explicitly addressed entity or mediator. The producing entities generate events of a given type, which are then delivered to the subscribed entities. The Cambridge event model (CEM) [27] is based on an implicit event model. The third event model using a mediator allows the consuming entities to subscribe at an indicated mediator (event dispatcher) and the producing entities to deliver events to the mediator, which then forwards them to the subscribed entities. In this paper, we are interested in mediator-based event models. We distinguish architectures using a centralized event service and architectures using a distributed event service. In the first case, a single dispatcher is used and in the second case the event service uses a network of event dispatchers that provide access points to clients. Dispatchers cooperate together to root information from the producers to the subscribed entities. This interaction is governed by a principle of information propagation requiring that produced information have to reach all subscribed consumers. To guarantee this property in the case of a distributed event service, we make two constraints:
• C1: all dispatchers have to be interconnected.
• C2: if two dispatchers communicate together then it is necessary that the information coming from the one reaches the other. So, the communication has to be bidirectional.
In addition, several interconnection topologies have been proposed: hierarchical, acyclic peer-topeer, and general peer-to-peer [23] . The hierarchical topology is an extension of the centralized approach in which a set of interconnected dispatchers maintain a master/client relationship with other dispatchers. In the acyclic peer-to-peer topology, dispatchers communicate with each other symmetrically as peers, adopting a protocol that allows a bidirectional flow of subscriptions, advertisements, and notifications. In this topology, any two dispatchers are connected with at most one path. Removing the constraint of acyclicity from the acyclic peer-to-peer topology, we obtain the general peer-to-peer topology.
Another characteristic is worth a particular attention: the way subscribers can express the events they are interested in (usually called subscription schema). The existing literature distinguishes among topic-based, content-based and type-based systems [2, 21] . The topic-based subscription schema is based on the notion of topic or subject, a concept used to group events published in the system in not necessarily disjoint sets. Publishers generate events belonging to one or more topics, while subscribers express interest in some of these topics and will therefore receive notifications about events published in that particular topic. The content-based (or property-based [28] ) publish/subscribe variant improves on topics by introducing a subscription schema based on the actual content of the considered events. In other terms, events are not classified according to some predefined external criterion (e.g., topic name), but according to the properties of the events themselves. The type-based subscription schema strongly resembles the topic-based approach with the notion of event kind (i.e. subject) directly matched with that of event type [29] . This enables a closer integration of the language and the middleware.
The dynamic Aspect
The four fundamental reconfiguration operations, provided by almost all languages and systems, are creation and removal of components and connections [30] . Graph grammars showed their relevance to express these operations of reconfiguration in particular in the works described in [30] and [14] . A graph production rewrites a graph into another graph, deleting some elements (nodes and edges), generating new ones and preserving others. The study that we carried out on the graph rewriting techniques enabled us to appreciate the transformation principle of the ∆ notation proposed in [31] . This notation expresses the structural constraints (existence/absence of a motif) via four sections:
• Retraction : the fragment of the graph removed during the rewrite.
• Insertion : the fragment that is created and embedded into the graph during the rewrite.
• Context : the fragment that is identified but not changed during the rewrite.
• Restriction : the fragment of the graph that must not exist for the rewrite to occur. If the subgraph matching the context and retraction can be extended to match the restriction, then the production cannot be applied to that subgraph However, in publish/subscribe architecture styles, we need also to specify constraints on some attributes values related to the subscription model. Furthermore, we need to define the postconditions of an operation to describe what must be ensured after the application of an operation. Indeed, any operation defined to reconfigure the network of dispatchers, for instance, has to ensure at least the constraints C1 and C2 (described in section 3.1) after its application. In addition, sometimes it is easier to express some structural restrictions functionally (called Negative Application Condition (NAC) from now on) rather than visually. So, we propose a new notation which contains a structural part following the ∆ notation, and an analytic part specified in Z notation. Our notation is depicted in figure 1 . So, given a rule r , it is applied to a graph g by the following steps:
If no isomorphic subgraph exists or if the isomorphic subgraph can be extended to match g l plus the restriction (if one exists), r cannot be applied to g. 3. The NAC, the Application condition (AC) and the post-conditions parts are evaluated. They must be satisfied otherwise r cannot be applied. 4. The elements of the subgraph isomorphic to the retraction are removed from g, leaving the host graph. 5. A graph isomorphic to the insertion is embedded into the host graph by the edges between the context and the insertion in r . 
Formal semantic
Besides the fact that our notation fills the identified limits, the partial introduction of the formal description constitutes a preparation for a total formal semantic translation in a purpose of analysis and verification. So, we propose to describe the semantic of each reconfiguring operation via a schema operation Z as follows: Where:
• in i ? are the input parameters of the operation, • ∆system name denotes that the rule will change the system state.
• The functional constraints are about the attributes values, the number of component instances, etc.
Correctness preservation during evolution
In ordre to verify that a given reconfiguring operation makes evolve the system correctly, we propose to use the precondition theorem provided in Z notation. This theorem can identify the necessary pre-and post-conditions for an operation to preserve the properties defined by the architecture style. This theorem is described as follows: This theorem allows to verify the following: what ever could be the system state, with the input parameters given in the schema operation and the defined pre-and post-conditions, a correct after state can be shown to exist.
The first step in the verification process is to prove this theorem for each reconfiguring operation. Once proved, we can check if the preconditions identified by this theorem and those described in the schema operation are the same. If they tally, then we can say that the operation is valid.
Furthermore, we propose to use the same theorem to correct invalid operations. Indeed, we can complete or replace the pre-and post-conditions described in the schema operation by those which are identified by the theorem.
CASE STUDY
To illustrate our approach, we choose a case study in the context of emergency operation activities occurring during a crisis situation and introduced in NETQoS Project [32] . The application involves structured groups of robots or military personnel which cooperate for the realization of a common mission. The activity is divided into two successive steps: an exploration step of the investigating field and an action step following the discovery of a critical situation. A team of emergency intervention is constituted of participants having different jobs: a controller, coordinators and investigators (max 10 investigators). In the exploration step, investigators provide continuous descriptive feedbacks (D Inv ) and periodical Produced feedbacks (P Inv ), expressing the analysis of the situation, to their responsible coordinators. The coordinators complete the received analysis to send them (P Coord) thereafter to the controller. Having discovered a critical situation, the concerned investigator keeps the same functions as in step 1 but provides feedbacks D Inv to the other investigators. Now, the other investigators report only feedbacks P Inv to controllers on the basis of feedbacks D Inv transmitted by the investigator who has discovered the critical situation.
So, both investigators and coordinators are producer/consumer components and the controller is a consumer entity. The propagation of events between these participants is mediated by a network of event dispatchers called managers. This interaction is governed by the principle of information propagation described by the constraints C1 and C2 mentioned in section 3.1. We have to notice also that managers communicate together using the push mode to propagate events.
We assume also that the subscription model is topic-based. Publishers generate events belonging to one or more topics (D Inv for example), while subscribers express interest in some of these topics and will therefore receive notifications about events published in that particular topic.
So the corresponding Publish/Subscribe architecture style is depicted in figure 2 and the formal specification is as follows:
[TOPIC] 
Where P Coord, D Inv and P Inv are the topics of interest and they are declared as follows: 
Reconfiguration Specification
In this section, we present the specification of some rules allowing evolving our Emergency system while taking into account its defined properties.
• Insertion of an investigator: this rule inserts an instance of a component of type Investigator and connect it to a manager , provided that the investigator to be inserted supports the topics defined by the fifth predicate in the Emergency schema. In addition, the number of investigators in the architecture to be reconfigured must be less of 10 according to the first predicate. This rule is visually expressed by figure 3 and the semantic is described by the schema Insert Investigator . 
• Link exchange: An existing link between two managers is removed from the topology and a new link is added instead. In this case, we have to ensure that once this operation is applied the topology of managers remains interconnected according to the constraint C1 described by the third predicate of the schema Emergency. In addition, we have to ensure that the connection/disconnection respect the constraint C2 described by the second predicate. These post-conditions are described in the analytic part of this rule which is expressed by the figure 4 and which semantic is described by the schema Link Exchange. 
Consistency checking
In this section, we will show how we use the theorem prover of Z-Eves to formally verify for each operation that the proposed pre-condition is in fact the required pre-condition to ensure the consistency of the system and its safety during its evolution.
Validation of Insert Investigator
As it is explained in section 3.2.2, the first step of the verification process is to identify the necessary pre-and post-conditions of an operation. So, for the Insert Investigator operation, we have to prove the following theorem:
Theorem precondition invest ∀ Emergency;m1? : Manager ;inv 2? : Investigator
However, this theorem could not be proved since the pre-conditions described in the schema operation are not sufficient. After some iterations with the theorem prover, we succeeded in proving this theorem:
As we can notice, the theorem requires post-conditions which are not specified in the schema operation. In fact, the principle of this theorem is to ensure the conformity of the after state with respect to the architecture style. So, since the set of investigators has been changed (Inv ), the theorem verifies all the properties related to this set and described in the schema style Emergency. Whence the post-condition related to the cardinality of this set and the post-condition related to the topics supported by the investigators.
In this case, the second step of the verification process is to correct the schema operation Insert Investigator by adding the identified post-conditions, so that we can confirm that this reconfiguring operation leaves the system in a correct state.
Validation of Link Exchange
We proceeded in the same way to verify if the operation Link Exchange preserves the stylistic constraints. The theorem was successfully proved from the first iteration without adding anything. So the schema operation Link Exchange describes all neccessary pre-and post-conditions to leave the system Emergency in a correct state.
CONCLUSION
We proposed in this paper a formal approach for the specification of dynamic architectures of Publish/Subscribe systems. This approach is based on an integration of graph-based semantics in the framework of the Z formal language. Our approach allows to formally describe the dynamic of a software architecture using graph rewriting rules. These rules take into account the properties specifying the constraints for performing reconfiguration operations. We elaborate a verification process using the Z /EVES theorem prover to check that all defined operations preserve the consistency of the architecture style during its evolution. This process is also used to correct the inconsistent operations by adding the necessary pre-and post-conditions to leave the system in a correct state.
In our future works, we plan to develop a plugin into Eclipse allowing software architects to design visually, using an extended-UML graphical notation, correct by design Architecture Styles and the corresponding reconfiguration operations. The proposed functions include also generating automatically valid and correct Z specification.
